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THE NEW SECURITY: A POST-COLD WAR UNDERSTANDING
OF SECURITY IN THE 21ST CENTURY

I have many people to thank: institutionally, the David and Mary Eccles
Centre, which is our host tonight; Viscount Eccles and the Eccles family; Lynne
Brindley, Chief Executive of the British Library; and most of all Philip Davies,
Director of the Eccles Centre, who has been the intermediary in organizing
this event this evening and in extending this invitation. I am deeply grateful 
to all of them. 

I also have a particular friend I want to acknowledge as well, the President
Emeritus of Trinity College, Oxford, Michael Beloff, one of the most distinguished
barristers of this great country and host of mine at many a wonderful high-table
dinner.  President…  What a nice title…!

Philip Davies gave me the opportunity to see the Magna Carta this
afternoon, and, given events in my country in recent years, where some 
are more or less disposed to bury it and its great heritage, it was worth the
trip alone to have that experience.  So I am once again very grateful to all
involved in organizing this event and to all of you for taking time to be here.

Introduction

On the eve of the industrial revolution, and anticipating the political
revolutions that were to sweep across Europe in 1848, John Stuart Mill wrote
“The Spirit of the Age”, an essay that sought to distinguish calm periods of
continuity from the turbulent age of historic transition into which his world
was then entering. “Mankind are divided into those who are still what they
were,” he wrote, “and those who have changed: into men [and women] 
of the present age, and the men of the past.  To the former, the spirit of
the age is a subject of exultation; to the latter, of terror...” 

His era, Mills said, “...will be known to posterity as the era of one of the
greatest revolutions of which history has preserved the remembrance, in the
human mind, and in the whole constitution of human society. We are,” he
wrote, “henceforth to be held together by new ties, and separated by new
barriers; for the ancient bonds will no longer unite, nor the ancient boundaries
confine.”

Like Mill, and the late American historian Arthur Schlesinger after him, I 
think we can divide human history into those periods when stability, continuity,
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consensus, tradition, authority, and conservatism predominate, and those
transition ages characterized by revolution, disruption, chaos, novelty,
experimentation, creativity, innovation, and structural reform.

The fundamental premise of my argument is that we are now very much 
in a transition age but have not yet produced ideologies, found political leaders,
or devised political institutions to respond to that historic reality.

Having produced more history than it could ever possibly consume, the last
century ended both exhausted and consumed by conventional thinking. It has
given way to a new century and an, as yet, undefined age. And the search must
now begin for new ways to make democracy work in this age of transition.

An Age of Revolution

To do so, we must attend to the multi-layered, but interwoven, revolutions 
in which we are now swept up.

Our age of transition does not recognize traditional ideologies as relevant
to emerging realities. Further, following a century featuring the clash of
ideologies, a century in which ideological theory became but the handmaiden
of brutal power, the very notion of ideology has become suspect. Therefore,
like Vaclav Havel, let’s not discuss ideology; let’s discuss  what he called 
“a new politics of ideas”.

Politics in democracies works only to the extent that there is congruence
between the policies it produces and the everyday realities experienced by
ordinary, individual citizens. Many of the social policies of the last century –
and the laissez-faire alternatives to them – are not conceptually designed 
to address the new realities of the 21st century.

What are the realities that require radical new political thinking? Why is 
our age different from that of the recent past?

First, we must now acknowledge information technologies, not traditional
manufacturing, as the engine driving economic growth. The last such
transformation was in the early nineteenth century: the industrial revolution.
But these information technologies are dis-integrating old networks, such as
the entire manufacturing chain linking raw materials to finished products, and
dis-integrating financial networks, educational processes, and even traditional
communications networks. However, they are integrating new networks, such
as new systems of communication, international financial networks, and cross-
border transactions. And they are creating a new class of trans-national elites.
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Second, international markets are driven by systems of capital supply 
and demand that know no national laws or national interests. We call this
globalization. Capital recognizes no political (or even moral) imperative. It
recognizes no citizenship or special national obligation. It seeks only to maximize
its own return. Despite the threatened collapse of major national and regional
economies, national sovereignty – perhaps itself an increasingly obsolete notion –
has so far prevented the evolution of international financial regulatory institutions
and structures to manage global environmental, population migration, and
terrorism threats.

Third, even as capital and finance are becoming international, politics, in many
democracies, including my own, is becoming more local. As individual citizens
despair of participating in decisions affecting international finance or national
policies dominated by special interests, they revert to demanding greater control
of their neighborhood lives. Thus, the authority of the nation-state and confidence
in traditional national political institutions is declining from pressure on both ends.

A fourth new reality characterizing our age is that human conflict in the form
of traditional wars between nation-states is diminishing even as terrorist tactics 
by stateless nations and low-intensity, urban conflict between and among tribes,
clans, and gangs is increasing in the post-Cold War non-polar world. We all 
know the litany of Bosnia, Somalia, Haiti, Rwanda, and even, for that matter, 
East Los Angeles. Most students of the rise of tribalism, ethnic nationalism,
religious fundamentalism, and the so-called “clash of civilizations” expect this
trend to go nowhere but up.

And finally, among thoughtful social and cultural critics there is a rising sense
of the spiritual limits of the scientific method and the beginning of the end of 
the Age of Enlightenment. The 20th century age of mass slaughter – featuring 
the dedication of sophisticated instruments of science to purposes of wholesale
destruction – did more than anything to erode the notion of the inevitable
evolution of human reason.

This list of 21st century phenomena could go on at considerable length, but 
the point is obvious to anyone who has any sense of these revolutionary times.

New Realities of the 21st Century

Taken together, globalization, the information revolution, the decline of
nation-state sovereignty, and the changing nature of conflict and war have
introduced a new set of 21st century conditions.
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These encompass: proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, failed and
failing states, mass south-north migration, the emergence of stateless nations
or so-called “non-state actors”, the potential of pandemics, climate change
and global warming, and a number of other new challenges.

These challenges, in my mind, share three things in common: none is
driven by ideology; none can be solved by military means alone; and none
can be effectively addressed by a single nation, even the world’s greatest
superpower.

All these challenges require international attention. But, there are few, if
any, existing international institutions designed to address them. Something
like, for example, the International Atomic Energy Agency must be
increasingly empowered to explore for all weapons of mass destruction and 
to monitor their destruction. No international institution is presently designed
or equipped to support failing states or undertake nation building. Little has
been done to integrate the public health services of the world to collectively
contain pandemics and treat mass casualty victims. And there is no
international environmental protection agency empowered to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.

Faced with a host of new realities in the mid-20th century, between the 
end of World War II and the dawn of the Cold War, Western democracies
produced statesmen large enough to envision and establish the United
Nations, the World Bank and International Monetary Fund, NATO, the
Marshall Plan and the rebuilding of Europe and Asia, the Bretton Woods
Conference, the WTO, and a whole variety of other new institutions 
to deal with a new world.

So far, we have collectively failed to produce this caliber of great statesmen
and stateswomen.

All significant ideas seem obvious once they are presented. The idea to
organize the sixty or so liberal democracies around the world, proposed
recently by two American theorists, is a stimulating response to this
institutional vacuum. This proposal rightly distinguishes between illiberal
democracies, those satisfied with token national elections, and liberal
democracies which are based upon the rule of law, rights of women 
and minorities, transparency, press freedom, and opposition politics.

This idea’s proponents note that the United Nations “was founded in a
different era and for different purposes.” Though hamstrung by the U.S.,
among others, in its authority, the U.N. has satisfied a considerable number 
of these purposes and continues to do so. But given Security Council vetoes,
inclusion of a potpourri of states, and the difficulty of consensus-forming, 
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the U.N. is not empowered to meet much of the 21st century agenda 
I have outlined.

Nor is any nation, including the U.S., capable of solving the world’s problems
alone, as evidenced by the singular failure of unilateralism in Iraq.  Despite its
economic and political weight, and massive military might, even the U.S. as sole
superpower is limited in its ability to govern the new world coming. Thus, in
today’s world that is “essentially under-governed,” the stage is set for something
like the proposed “Concert of Democracies.”

Its proponents put their fingers on the underlying barrier: nation-state
sovereignty.  This is the dominant political issue of the new century. Ethnic
nationalism, tribalism, and fundamentalism, together with the internationalization
of markets, finance, and commerce, are eroding the sovereignty of nation-states.
Central banks and finance ministries are losing the capability of controlling their
respective state economies. And social fragmentation is eroding the fabric of
nations. The issue may be stated bluntly and directly: “Nation-state sovereignty
can no longer be the sole organizing principle of international politics.”
Recognition of reality is the first step toward innovation and progress.

As the author of works espousing security based upon a global commons 
(see The Shield and The Cloak: The Security of the Commons, Oxford University
Press, 2005), one can only applaud conclusions such as this: “Threats to security
arising within certain states are matters of concern to the commons, and so must
yield to legitimate cooperative action arising from the commons.”

There is, in our age, a deficit in strategic thinking.
Grand strategy is simply the application of a nation’s powers to the

achievement of its large purposes.  The large purposes proposed for the
Concert of Democracies include “helping democracies confront their mutual
security challenges,” promoting economic growth and development, and
promoting democracy and human rights. The collective economic, political,
and military powers of the sixty democracies could make a great impact in
achieving these objectives.

Some of us have been wondering when thinkers such as Marshall, Acheson,
and Schuman and others would emerge. This proposal for a Concert of
Democracies emphatically qualifies for consideration as one of the first 21st

century entrees in that category of strategic thinking, thinking leading to 
a new appreciation of the nature of security itself.

But, so long as the United States is hostage to Persian Gulf oil producers,
neither we nor our equally dependent allies will enjoy any true measure of
security. And U.S. foreign policy will continue to be hostage to its oil demands.
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Oil and Doctor Faustus

It is repeatedly said in the United States these days, “We need an energy policy.”
But we already have an energy policy, and it is this: We will continue to rely 
on imported oil from the Persian Gulf to fuel inefficient vehicles, and we 
will sacrifice the lives of our sons and daughters to get that oil if it is cut off.

We have made a bargain with the devil.
This statement of our policy will seem harsh to many Americans, but it is

nevertheless true. Though our officials refuse to admit it, our two wars in the
Persian Gulf have had a very great deal to do with our dependence on foreign
oil supplies. Despite our refusal to acknowledge this policy, the rest of the
world knows it. So, if anyone is being fooled by our current policy, it is the
American people.

U.S. reliance on foreign imports to fuel energy inefficient automobiles has
been rising steadily. It is now at 60% and it may rise to almost 70% by the
year 2030. Between 25% and 30% of that oil comes from the most volatile
region of the world, the Persian Gulf.  Our dependence on Persian Gulf
producers for their oil supplies makes us hostage to their political instability.

The U.S. economy, including our massive trade imbalances, national debts,
and inflation rates, is mortgaged to foreign oil producers. U.S. foreign policy,
requiring support for undemocratic regimes, repressive societies, and rigid
oligarchies, is hostage to their petroleum power. U.S. military forces, the most
expensive in world history, are disproportionately dedicated to guaranteeing
oil supplies for ourselves primarily but also the rest of the oil consuming
world.  

Because of our oil dependency, we are the Gulliver of the 21st century, 
a massive giant tied down by oil oligarchies.  Worst of all, the world sees 
the United States as a gigantic national hypocrite.  We overthrow Saddam
Hussein, or so we were told, to bring democracy to Iraq.  Yet we support,
largely in unseen, covert ways, the Saudi royal family, distinctly anything 
but a democracy.  We are not eager to see them replaced by radical,
fundamentalist mullahs and radical vigilantes.  Though not oil-producing, 
the world sees the same equivocation where Egypt and Pakistan, also
distinctly anything but liberal democracies, are concerned. So our proclaimed
crusade to bring democracy to the Middle East and the Arab world is severely
compromised. 

In Gulf War I, we sent Secretary of State James Baker around the world
collecting money from Japan and Europe to help finance U.S. military
operations.  There were no presidential acknowledgments of this practice 
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to the American people, quite probably because it marked the first time 
in American history that we had made the U.S. Army a mercenary army:
asking other nations to pay for our troops to secure their oil supplies.

In Gulf War II, we were told that Iraqi oil production would finance 
post-war Iraq’s reconstruction. We were misled. And so the American 
people, to the tune of a projected half-trillion tax dollars, are financing this
reconstruction. Thus, we are double losers: no oil for them and no oil for 
us.  Before the war, Iraq was one of the top four oil producers in the world.

Foreign policy “realists” and neoconservative “idealists” both acknowledge
the same reality: if we are going to continue to rely on Persian Gulf oil we
must have the ability to go to war if it is cut off. And going to war is much
easier if there are substantial forward bases near the critical supply points.
Thus, the bulk of our military might is devoted to the protection of unstable
oil supplies. One might simply say this is reality, except for this fact. No
political leader in the United States has had the courage to say this clearly 
and directly to the American people.

So long as U.S. troops remain in Iraq, so long will the insurgency continue.
Garrisoned U.S. forces in Iraq, kept there to secure oil supplies from the
region, will continue to be high priority targets for insurgents.  

This unpleasant scenario is finally becoming obvious: we depend on 
Persian Gulf oil; we increase our military power and project it into the region
to guarantee the supplies of that oil; our search for military bases in the 
region causes us to engage in preventive war; our invasion is met with local
resistance; we remain as an occupying force to quell the insurgent resistance;
our presence guarantees the insurgency will continue; the insurgency itself
becomes fuel for radical jihadists; the jihadists use our “crusader” presence 
as grounds for attacks on Americans.

If it makes us feel better, we can claim to want to impose democracy in the
Middle East.  But the world knows, and down deep we know, that we want
that oil, we need that oil, and we demand that oil.  As it has been said in my
country, “That is our oil under their sand.” And we will do whatever it takes
to get it. Tragically, whatever it takes inevitably includes major U.S. casualties
and the sacrifice of respect, prestige, and credibility in the world. Our energy
policy today remains this: we will trade young American lives in order to drive
big cars. This policy is massively immoral.

Even though alternatives exist, many Americans believe we have no choice
and that our national security is inextricably bound up with Persian Gulf oil.
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The New Security

But that assumption requires us to consider what “security” means in this
revolutionary age of the 21st century.  

In the second half of the 20th century, throughout the Cold War, security
meant two things: containing Soviet communism in Eastern Europe and
deterring the Soviets from using nuclear weapons. Today, a revolutionary 
21st century world requires us to redefine what we mean by security.  

Security in the 21st century must include security of livelihood and
economic opportunity, security of our environment and our health, security 
of our communities from violence and our borders from intrusion, and, most
of all, security of energy and energy independence. We require the shield
of our standing military forces and the security of our borders. But we also
require the security of the cloak that protects our livelihood, our environment,
the stability of our communities, and the security of clean energy sources
sufficient to provide a sound economy.

Beyond the liberation of our economy, our foreign policy, and our military
policy, achieving energy security from Persian Gulf dependency would liberate
our principles. We would once again stand for traditional American principles,
constitutional ideals, liberal democracy, and nobler goals than we are at liberty
to claim for ourselves today. The widely-perceived hypocrisy of our motives 
in the Persian Gulf, and elsewhere, would largely be eliminated. As we have 
at the greatest periods in our history, we could rise above the cynical need 
to say one thing and do another.

“We go not abroad seeking demons to destroy,” stated Secretary of State,
and future president, John Quincy Adams on 4 July 1823.  Yet we are abroad
now, seeking to destroy the demons that threaten to insert themselves
between Persian Gulf oil supplies and us. And we are doing so without the
support of the international community of nations. Years will be required 
to repair the damage to our traditional alliances and coalitions. Perhaps
even more years will be required to convince the world that we act openly
and honorably and not always solely in our own selfish interests.

In demonstrable ways, this task is as great as, if not greater than, the 
tasks we faced in cooperatively defeating imperialism in World War I, fascism
in World War II, and communism in the Cold War. Where energy security 
is concerned, the enemy is not jihadist terrorism. It is our own wasteful 
and unnecessary addiction to other people’s oil.
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Overriding all these considerations of oil and security, however, is a larger
question: Is the United States in the process of abandoning its republican
heritage in favor of empire?

Reality and Truth: Republic or Empire

This is not an abstract or theoretical question. “We’re an empire now, and
when we act, we create our own reality,” is the way one Bush administration
official explained an expanding gap between what the president says and
what people see with their own two eyes. We are all entitled to our own
reality, someone once said, but we are not entitled to our own truth.

All the public justification for the invasion of Iraq proved false.  There were
no weapons of mass destruction. There were no documents even hinting at
an Iraqi intent to attack the U.S. There was no tangible connection between
Saddam Hussein and al Qaeda or 9/11. As the pre-war justification dissolved,
President Bush then justified an otherwise unjustifiable invasion on the
grounds that we got rid of an evil dictator.  It soon became clear that getting
rid of evil dictators was more difficult than we were led to believe. And, even
so, getting rid of evil dictators, Hitler excepted, was not the centerpiece of
U.S. foreign policy and, so long as they remained inside their borders, never
has been.

We have thus finally arrived at the truth, more or less. Our actions and our
policy are imperial, and we are trying to create our own reality. This was the true
reason for invading Iraq from the beginning. Why, then, was this reason, rather
than all the obfuscation and falsehood, not simply told to the American people?

The answer is equally simple. The American people would not have
supported a policy that required their nation to become an empire. And, 
while idealistic, we are rightfully nervous when we hear our leaders talk 
about “creating reality.” The question is whether we are willing to face the
reality we have created, a prolonged occupation in a venue resisting liberal
democracy and U.S. occupation. Perhaps more important, are the American
people prepared to become an imperial power, especially at the cost of the
republic whose flag we salute?

This seems to me at the very heart of our presence in the Persian Gulf.
Will we remain a republic, or will we become an empire? We are finding out
the price of empire, and the American people now seem unprepared to pay it.
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But even if we reject the idea of being the world’s guarantor of oil supplies
or the fanciful notion of ridding the world of evil dictators, we still do have
jihadist terrorism on our hands. And the U.S. has chosen to declare war on it.

War or Crime

The already fragile distinction between war and crime disappeared in America
in September 2001 and here in London sometime after. Though we are now
busy trying to fight terrorism with traditional weapons of war, we cannot
succeed.  For terrorism is not conventional warfare; it is crime on a mass scale.
The historic and profound differences between war and crime must be clearly
understood or terrorism will fall into the category of drugs, and our resistance
to it will be about as effective.  

For 350 years, since the Peace of Westphalia in 1648, nation-states have
promised their citizens security in exchange for loyalty. The interests of 
nation-states have been protected, where threatened, by professional armies
facing each other in the field. Rules evolved to protect civilians and to
acknowledge rights of combatants. Then, toward the close of the colonial era,
non-uniformed insurgents using terrorist methods against civilian infrastructure
targets changed the nature of conflict.  It was but a short step from anti-colonial
terrorism in the name of national liberation to anti-superpower terrorism in 
the name of Allah. The methods are equally brutal – and generally criminal.
Freedom fighters may be warriors; terrorists are criminals.

Thus, the “rules” of warfare have changed as the nature of conflict has
changed.  Civilian targets are prized. Non-combatants are fair game. Except 
to raise money, terrorists take no prisoners. Yet today the United States has
declared “war on terrorism” and brought to bear a military force largely
structured to counter a Soviet invasion of Europe and to deter nuclear
aggression. To appreciate the gap between traditional capability and 
current threat one must only consider Mogadishu and Faluja.

As The New York Times recently reported of Iraq: “…what just weeks ago
looked like a ruthlessly effective war from the air today looks more like police
work in a bad neighborhood.” Precisely. Welcome to the 21st century. And
don’t expect Al Qaeda, or any one of a number of organizations embracing
terrorist methods, to collect in groups of more that a dozen anywhere that
can be targeted from the air.

Those advocating “widening the war” to Iran, if not elsewhere, are simply
seeking to restore the status quo ante. By trying to make terrorism the
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creature of nation-states, traditional methods of war, and the military force
structures for them, can be sustained.  But if in fact jihadists are transnational
criminals, like drug cartels and mafia, new non-traditional means of combat
must be invented.

Most of all, by treating terrorists as criminals, not warriors, we will 
reduce them to their proper status, deny them the standing they seek, and
understand the need to adopt strategies, methods, and techniques to protect
our societies that are as different from the Cold War era as the 21st century 
is going to be from the twentieth. 

Therefore, the nexus of energy dependency, military deployments, and
American empire must be seen against the backdrop of the spirit of the
revolutionary age in which we live. 

The Spirit of the Age

These thoughts are meant to address the central theme of this essay: We are
living in a great age of transition. And as Edmund Burke, the father of modern
conservatism, himself observed, “A state without the means of some change
is without the means of its conservation.”

Much of my country’s dilemma may be traced to our failure to understand
and adapt to this new age and our predictable retreat into ideology – an
ideology so predictable as to be irrelevant.

Ideologies are too often produced by small cliques of ardent men with
covert agendas and, as in the previous century, are often merely a theoretical
facade for the brutal use of power. But, to possess moral authority, an
ideology or political belief system must have a basic humanitarianism 
at its core.

By that standard alone, the renascent “neo-conservatism” that has haunted
American policy and practice in recent years has failed and failed utterly.

But the spirit of our age is one of transformation and, therefore, our
imperative is to think anew, to disenchant ourselves from corrupt and
irrelevant politics, and to enchant ourselves once again with the hope of
human progress.

Together with Vaclav Havel, I favor this, and I quote him: “anti-political
politics, that is, politics not as the technology of power and manipulation, 
of cybernetic rule over humans or as the art of the useful, but politics as one
of the ways of seeking and achieving meaningful lives, of protecting them 
and serving them. I favor politics as practical morality, as service to the truth,
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as essentially human and humanely measured care for our fellow humans. 
It is an approach which, in this world, is extremely impractical and difficult 
to apply in daily life. Still, I know no better alternative.”

Havel’s ideal is mine.  And it may offer the best hope to transform the 
spirit of our age from one of terror to one of exultation.

Thank-you very much.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q: The record of the American nation when we had problems with terrorists
in this country is not good, was not good, and possibly has not shown a 
great deal of change. But when we had to deal with Irish terrorism there 
was a political incentive in America to maintain that terrorism in the face 
of difficulties politically in America. However, it is not all black. I see that 
there is a solution to what you describe and this is capitalism. Capitalism 
has done fantastic good in the world, and if we can – we the Americans 
and the western Europeans – distribute the largesse of capitalism to people 
of the world who feel aggrieved, we can reduce the desire, as was done 
in Ireland, by the nationalists when they are terrorizing the population.

A: I don’t quarrel at all with that and I think we are at war not only with
religious fundamentalism and radicalism but also for – as was said about
Vietnam – the hearts and minds of the people. We will not liberate nor
elevate those hearts and minds by military means and the idea that this 
is a struggle of power misses the point, I think. And without going into 
further detail, critical detail, about our own policy in the Middle East and
elsewhere, I think it is very desperate for the United States to return to some
of its post-World War II roots. I mentioned some of these earlier: a belief 
in nation-building; a belief in investment in people not from the top-down, 
but in systems and institutions that benefited ordinary citizens both in
democracies and in countries that were not democracies. 

I think there have to be not only new ways of combating terrorism, but 
of re-distributing this largesse. Many of us have been attracted during recent
years by the ideas of micro-lending and the Grameen bank experience that
Muhammad Yunus pioneered. There are critics of that now, however, and 
I am beginning to hear people say, “Well, it doesn’t work for the following
reasons: you need national structures and so forth to support the individual
entrepreneurs...” But at least it’s an innovation and it’s not giving a host
government a lot of money that’s then siphoned off into the President’s
brother-in-law’s bank account. Some money gets to real people, and I think
some way must be found to do that. 

What concerns me about two of the revolutions that I mentioned –
globalization and the information revolution – is that they are increasing 
the opportunities for the “haves”, who constitute, let’s say, one third of the
people on Earth. In addition, they are widening the gap between “haves” 
and the “have-nots”, the latter two-thirds of the world who don’t have raw
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materials, finished products or services to put into the global market-place.
These nations are therefore not benefiting from globalization and, by and
large, they are countries that are not benefiting from the information
revolution either. 

However, I did have a very interesting lunch with a number of members 
of your Parliament today. One of the MPs pointed out an experience he 
had had, I think in an African nation, where he went to do some fact-finding
and to promote good-will as well as some of the objectives you were
indicating in your question. And this MP was dumbfounded to find that
women in the village would not accept inoculation for their children for
certain diseases because one of them had seen a story on the internet that
said there was a danger you could get something bad from this particular
inoculation! So, perhaps it is not all darkness in that two-thirds of the world,
although the information that is shared has to be accurate information. 

But I am concerned that the world is not sharing in those two major
innovations and it will be increasingly difficult for the “have” nations, or the
developed nations to do that. Some of the international business projects that
I’ve been involved with have brought modern communications to places like
the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe and so on, and it was amazing
the degree to which a relatively easy mobile phone system brought into a
country could revolutionize its markets. Farmers in outlying areas who had
had no way of knowing what the grain and cattle were going for in the
central markets could suddenly call on a cellphone and find out whether 
to take their cattle or their products to market or to wait. So, that is one 
thing and it is not all that expensive. But your basic premise is exactly right.

Q: One of the only pipelines today which is in a virtually conflict-free area 
is the Baku-Tiblisi-Ceyhan pipeline. Other than that there are very complex
elements at work. I won’t take up your time by saying that we have a
situation of Wahibism which has sought to influence Moslem opinion and
now we have a situation where Shi’a-ism is seeking to become a dominant
force in an area where there are extensive oil interests and where, whether 
we like it or not, your country and ours are dependent on oil. What can 
we do to combat philosophies which are spiritually based and which are
different to anything that we have combated in the Cold War?

A: Well, it is a profound question and there is no simple answer as you know.
One of the criticisms I have had of the military approach to resolving
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problems in the Middle East, for example, is that it’s not only the lack of
clarity and honesty about what we are doing and why we are doing it, but 
it is also the lack of appreciation for the history and culture of the region. 
We learned nothing from the French experience in Indo China and that is 
how we got into Vietnam. We learned nothing, quite frankly, from the British
experience in the Middle East, particularly in Iraq, and that led us to make
huge mistakes in that country. I despair of sophisticated foreign policy by
people in my country who don’t take the trouble to learn about the history
and culture of a region that they then seek to pacify, particularly by force.  

We should have known – and I used the phrase in 2002 – that in going
into Iraq we were going to kick open a hornet’s nest.  And that is exactly
what we did. And the hornet’s nest is 1300 years old, and it is the Sunni and
Shi’a division throughout the Moslem world, but particularly in that region.
We took it for granted that that division would simply go away and believed
that when the American Army arrived and when democracy arrived all would
be peaceful and well. You simply don’t superimpose one set of values, namely
western culture, history and values, including religious ones, on that kind of
culture. You certainly don’t do it by force, and if you try to do it another way
it is going to take centuries.  

We have a popular columnist in The New York Times, Tom Freedland, who
has begun to write regularly on this topic. And he points out a very important
fact, and that is that if there are not moderate forces in the Arab world who
will stand up against Arabs killing Arabs and against inter-sect slaughter then
there is little the western world can do to solve this problem. There has to be
not only political leadership but also moral leadership. There have to be more
political and religious leaders in the Arab world who will simply condemn this
kind of slaughter, and you hear almost none of it. Now that may be the fault
of the western media, I don’t know. Perhaps there are religious leaders and
perhaps there are political leaders who are outspoken. But if there are, not
only in Iraq but also in neighbouring countries throughout the Islamic world,
they are certainly not being heard in the West.  

But even if our motives were benign and our practice was creative and
imaginative, I don’t think we can cause people to live together if not also love
each other who have hated each other for centuries on end. It is a very big
problem and one of the fears in the United States is that (as with Vietnam 
to a degree), when we get out of Iraq there will be a strong temptation on
the part of the American people to retreat, not into isolation – in the age of
globalization we can’t do that – but to retreat from being a force in the world
and I think that that would be a very big mistake. There are a lot of things we
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and our western allies (and we will have to repair those alliances by the 
way because we have done considerable damage to them) can do to help
people, but in the final analysis, obviously, people have got to want to 
help themselves. 

We are fighting two wars, by the way. We have talked about Iraq tonight,
but, as a friend of mine here reminds me, there is still Afghanistan going on.
And that has turned out to be – even though a lot of people thought that 
to be a more justifiable war – almost equally as intractable, for many of the
same reasons: tribalism. I don’t know how you have democracy in a venue
and in a culture based on tribal rule and where the tribal rule is that if the
tribal chieftain’s daughter kisses a young man she gets her throat cut or some 
such thing… It is just totally incompatible. And I think that is what we are 
up against. It is not impossible. We can’t permit the clash of civilizations, 
but there is only so much we can do to prevent it.  

It is believed – and I gave speeches back five years ago saying this – that 
if we invaded, and even if our motives were pure (and I don’t believe they
necessarily were), then we would be seen as not only bringing democracy 
to the region, but we would be seen as bringing our version of capitalism to
the region and we would be seen as bringing Christianity to the region. And 
I have had contact with a number of military people in recent months who
have said that that is going on. That American military personnel themselves,
having converted to some kind of evangelical belief, are proselytizing in 
Iraq, in the belief that we are not only bringing democracy and possibly an
economic system, but we are also bringing a religion. To me this is the height
of folly. George Bush used the word “crusader” once and somebody pointed
out to him that that was not a good word in that region, and he has not 
used it since!  But if that kind of stuff is going on, then that is lighting 
a match to a powder keg.  

Q: Isn’t it a common problem in many of the western states as well as the
fundamentalist and tribal states that the powers seem extremely reluctant 
to educate their populations in rational, critical, evidence-based thinking 
and this leads to misunderstanding and errors on both sides.  In other words,
it is not only in the states that the terrorists come from, but also in many
western states, that the population is not fully educated and is therefore
prone to being misled by those in authority who give selective information 
as happened in your country and mine regarding the war in Iraq, for example.
And in the same way, the fundamentalists are misled about us.
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A: Well, it seems to me to be a multi-layered comment. Western democracies
depend almost entirely on a so-called free press. And the free press in 
America failed in the run-up to the Iraq war to do its job; I think that is 
now conventional wisdom in America. Even institutions up to and including
The New York Times, didn’t do their job. And there is now a lot of self-
criticism going on on this score amongst the truly mainstream media; much 
of it has been going on behind closed doors because the media does not like
to publicly criticize itself, but there has been upheaval in The New York Times
and elsewhere because people now say, “We caved in”.  

If you talk to people off the record – I’m talking about managing editors
and news producers and so on – they will say that in the height of the tension
post-9/11, with the President highly popular at the time (the President was 
at 75-80% popularity) and saying “We must do this for American security”,
well, for any news organization to question that, without evidence to the
contrary, was, in their minds, to invite criticism by the White House for being
unpatriotic and they believed their readership and viewership, frankly, would
go down. So, there was both a citizen concern and a commercial concern.
Now, they are getting their courage back, and, by the way, people on the
inside are beginning to leak and tell stories that otherwise weren’t available,
as to how decisions were made and why they were made.  

I would also fault two other groups: our political leadership, including the
opposition party, my party, for not doing its job. Too many of the leaders of
my party caved in without question. Now, they won’t admit it, but I know 
for a fact that they were concerned about being called unpatriotic. We have 
a man in the White House today called Karl Rove, and some people consider
him a genius; fewer people today that a few years back. Still, his specialty
was, in effect, saying, “If you disagree with the President, you are unpatriotic,
you don’t care about terrorism.” That was the allegation, constantly, against
my party.  

I thought there was a way to handle that.  I thought that every member 
of Congress, certainly every Democrat, should say, I will not vote for the 
War Resolution until four questions are answered; and they are legitimate
questions. One is: who is going with us? And with great respect, and I mean
this sincerely, with great respect to Great Britain and its government and its
army, this is an American-British operation.  Forget about coalition forces.
This is an American-British operation. So, let’s get rid of propaganda. There is
not a coalition.  There are token forces from other countries, but the fighting
is being done by two countries. And I must say you have had tragic casualties.  
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American casualties in Iraq are 30,000. You say that to an American
audience and you get heads snapped back, because they say “No, no, no, 
it’s 3000.” I got this, frankly, because I wrote opinion pieces talking about
casualty figures in places like The New York Times, and my own hometown
newspaper, The Denver Post. I had an editor on The Denver Post change an
opinion piece I wrote on the fifth anniversary of 9/11, in which I said there
had been 20,000 American casualties; this was last fall. They changed it
without consulting me, which you are not supposed to do, to 2,000. They
thought I had put in, in error, an extra zero, until I pointed out to them – and
the editors of The New York Times – the Oxford English Dictionary definition
of casualty. It isn’t just “killed”, it’s “killed” or “wounded”. So, the White
House has been relatively happy, or satisfied, to have the casualty figures 
at 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500.  They don’t want the American people to 
know that American casualties are 30,000 and possibly many more.  

I pointed out to some of the Members of Parliament today that we are
having an increasing problem with drugs in Iraq; drugs and alcohol. The drugs
are not simply marijuana and cocaine, the drugs now include Prozac.  We
have members of the military suffering from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder,
being given psychotropic drugs and then sent back to combat. And it turns
out, and the Army should have known this, and I am sure they did, that 
a certain number of people who are put on those drugs kill themselves. 
So, this is not being reported, it is being covered up. But we are having, in 
the dozens at least, suicides in the military from people who are on drugs;
mood-enhancing drugs.  

The other thing we are doing – and you have to love the military
euphemism – is issuing, wholesale, moral waivers. So, what is a moral waiver?
Well, a moral waiver says that even if you have committed a felony, we will
overlook that if you will join the Army. We are recruiting criminals, in America,
to fill up our military ranks. Now, this is not being told but it is true. This is all
now being to emerge, but it has been going on for five years. Eight to ten
thousand of our forces in Iraq have moral waivers; it just boggles my mind.  

So, I blame the political leadership. We should have asked, “Who is going
with us?” We should also have asked, “How long we will be there?” And if
the President had answered honestly he would have said “I don’t know”, but
I think he probably would have said it will be over in ninety days. That was
sort of the Rumsfeld business, and the conventional war was over in ninety
days, or less.  
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Next, we should have asked, “How much will it cost?” And the
Administration would not have told the truth on that because they thought 
it was going to be a couple of billion dollars.  The bill will actually be half 
a trillion dollars; that is five hundred billion dollars.  

And finally, we should have asked, “What are our casualty estimates?” 
I used to get ridiculed for saying that, because people would say it’s a war
and nobody knows how to estimate casualties.  Oh, yes they do. There’s a
man in the Pentagon with a lot of stars on his shoulders and there are papers
in his files that say, if everything goes well, casualties will be estimated here.
If things go badly, casualties could be up here. That is a matter of fact. And
my party did not ask those questions.  

Finally, the other group responsible is the American people regarding their
political literacy. I don’t know about here, but in America the grades in our
testing of geography, foreign languages, and history, are all going down in
our public schools. And that is leaving aside maths and science. How can 
you claim to want to help to govern the world, or as I say, create an empire,
if you don’t know anything? If you don’t know anything, there will be Iraq,
after Iraq, after Iraq.  

Q: Given the importance of the state of Israel to the body politic in the 
United States, in what way, if any, can the United States play a role in 
finding a just solution to the Palestinian issue?

A: When I was in politics I always knew when I had taken one question 
too many; and that was usually the question! 

But, seriously, I think if you knew anything at all about the Palestinian 
issue you knew that the worst thing that the United States could do was 
to be inactive, passive or not involved and that is basically what happened 
for four or five years. I don’t remember how many times Secretary Powell
went to visit the Israelis and the Palestinians; you could certainly count the
number of times on the fingers of one hand and probably have some fingers
left over. Secretary Rice has undertaken to do a little more. I’m not saying 
that the mere physical presence of a senior American official is going to solve 
the problem; it is not. But the problem is not going to be solved without 
our involvement.  
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I think it is very well known, or it is at least widely believed, not only in 
that region but throughout Europe and elsewhere, that the United States
perhaps leans too far over to support Israel. What concerns some of us isn’t
U.S. support for Israel per se; rather it is U.S. support for one political party 
in Israel. And, as is often said in this discussion of the Middle East in American
politics, there is more debate about the Palestinian problem in Israel than
there is in the United States, because the acceptable range of opinion on the
question is narrower in the United States. You get a lot of political penalties in
a variety of ways – in the media and in your campaigns – by criticizing Israel.
Too many American politicians are afraid to do so, even though that criticism
is widely used in Israeli political circles. So, it would help a lot in American
politics if we could simply have the kind of open debate about Israel that
Israelis have about Israel and its policies.  

So, there is the feeling, and it can be pretty well supported, that America
does not just support Israel, it supports the Likud party in Israel. And if that
is the case, that tilts the balance against the peace-makers, because by-and-
large the initiatives have come from the Labour side in Israel. And I am not
saying we should switch our support to the Labour party, but we should 
not line up with one set of opinions about what Israel should do. That 
would help a lot.  

Also, I think that if not the President, if not the vice-President, then the
Secretary of State or some very visible, very identifiable senior official should
be constantly working the circle – back and forth between the Israelis and 
the Palestinians – as well as touring the neighbourhood.  

There is now a consensus in the United States that we cannot solve the
problems in the Middle East by military means. Also, it is beginning to dawn
on us that we cannot solve the political problems in the Middle East without
solving the Palestinian problem, or helping to solve it. It is frustrating for
American politicians because we cannot impose a solution. Jimmy Carter 
tried; not to impose, but he tried. Bill Clinton tried.  To a degree, George 
H.W. Bush tried.  This Administration has not tried very much and history 
is going to have to judge them for that; on whether it was wise or unwise. 
I think many of us feel it was unwise.  

But if we really want to find the key to beginning to resolve some of the
broader questions in the region, we would reduce our reliance on Persian
Gulf oil. We would form some sort of international coalition to guarantee
continued oil supplies in the interest of the global economy so that the
Americans weren’t the de facto guarantor of the world’s oil supplies. And 
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we would bring every kind of pressure we could bring to bear to resolve 
that conflict to get a two-state solution. It’s a little like climate change –
everybody knows what’s got to be done, there is no mystery about what
needs to be done – but what is lacking is political will.

Thank you all very much. 
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